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The Most Powerful Battery Operated Fog
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A LASER LIKE A
MOVING LIGHT
A TOOL FOR LIGHTING DESIGNERS

How To Photograph A Laser

We talk with Marco Stümpel
From Lightline Lasertechnik

With Rad Drobny
NEW CAR LAUNCHES
AND CAR MAPPING
FROM ALLAN CARTER
!

Launch A Car With an Expert

Welcome

Jane and I are so happy to be here with you again...
We love to bring amazing talent to you!
In this, the 3rd episode of ArgonTV Magazine we bring you
some great interviews from Kira Bursky, Allan Carter,
Marco Stümpel and Ivan Avanesov...

Who would have guessed last New Years Eve, while we were celebrating the arrival of the
new year, that just a month or two later a massive shift to our beautiful world would start.
As a business owner, I am sure that the success of your business is one of the most
important things in your life, after your family...
Our industry is being stretched to the limit and you might be struggling to stay in
business....
We cannot sit and watch your business fall apart when we know how to help you...
We stopped focusing on what was being taken away from us and instead started focusing
on what we have and sharing talent from the industry.
ArgonTV is a tool for you to promote your business all around the world so that people
can see what you do.
Consider the interviews we do with you as a virtual calling card...
This magazine with your interview can be sent to all your business partners...
Let us help you!
May our light always shine bright...
Tim Bennett & Jane Ido
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LASER ANIMATION

Projection Mapping Will Amaze You!
Click Here For The Full Interview

Kira Bursky from All Around Artsy is an
amazing 24 your old award winning artist, who
has created over 10 million views of her films
and videos on YouTube.
Using the LightForm software, Kira create
amazing films and movies which incorporate a
lot of mapping techniques.

tips that you can use to create even better
projects than you already are.

Kira explains what it took to get started and
how creativity has completely changed her life.
Working with a small team, they share
examples of their work so you can be inspired.

If you are considering using mapping as a
technique in your art and productions, then
this interview is for you...

If you are in the projection world, you certainly
don't want to miss this interview.

We discuss the software she uses and a lot of

Click here to access it

Part 2
I

IS YOUR
LASER SHOW
SAFE?

ENTERTAINMENT EVENT LASER SAFETY
CONSIDERATIONS
By Roberta L McHatton, LSO Owner/Consultant, Laser Safety
Services LLC
Email: roberta@lasersafetyservices.com
What do you need to know if you are considering hiring a laser
company?
Is the laser show company
state/provincial, local regulations?

FIND OUT
WITH
ROBERTA!

complainant

with

national,

For example, if your show will be taking place in the United States
ask to see the laser show company’s variance. A variance is
formal permission from the Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
to deviate from a requirement of the regulations. Think of a
variance as a ‘license’ issued by the Federal government that
‘allows’ Class 3B and Class 4 lasers to be operated before the
general public for entertainment purposes.
Because the beam path of these lasers are not ‘enclosed’ there
are potential risks to public safety.

Therefore, if you are hiring a laser show company in the US it is imperative that you
ask to see their variance if for no other reason than because the FDA can hold event
promoters accountable for hiring laser companies that do not hold a variance.
In addition certain states in the US have regulations that can require registration
and/or state license and/or a state notification form(s). The reality is that laser show
companies that operate in the United States must navigate a rather convoluted
compliance process. In an effort to provide a one stop resource that includes
information on this process Laser Safety Services has published a book: Laser Safety
for the Light Show-Projection Industry. Don’t hesitate to contact us to purchase a copy:
contact@lasersafetyservices.com.
Fun Fact: What if the variance a laser show company shows you appears to be
expired?
Ask to see the laser show company’s acknowledgement receipt from FDA for their most
recent annual report. In 2007 the FDA issued Laser Notice 55 permitting automatic
renewal of certain laser light show variances if required annual reporting requirements
are met. FDA does not issue a renewed variance for a typical laser show with new
expiration date.
It is the responsibility of the laser show company to know what is required to meet
compliance in whatever country they are operating in. You might consider asking if the
laser show company is a member of the International Laser Display Association (ILDA):
https://www.ilda.com/safety-basics.htm.
All ILDA members agree to affirm the safety of their shows regardless
of any laws or regulations.
Fun Fact: Do you know that a laser show company can safely expose an audience in
the face with lasers???!!!!
That said, you need to know that it is critical that any laser company doing audience
exposure, typically termed ‘audience scanning’, be familiar with and held responsible
for following all local laws and regulations.

Image by ER Productions
How can you know if a laser company can audience scan safely?
Unless you can measure the energy/power of the laser effect where the closest
audience member will be you cannot verify safety.
One question is to ask the company providing audience
scanning is are they using pulsed lasers?
If they say yes – you say NO because a pulsed laser should
never be used for audience scanning!!!
If a laser show company does not
understand audience-scanning standards or do not have the equipment
and procedures to ensure audience safety, then they must not do audience scanning.

For more information on audience scanning here is the ILDA link that includes
information about audience scanning status in top 50 countries:
https://www.lasershowsafety.info/audscan.html

Venues: Indoor or Outdoor, terminated or unterminated?
Professional laser show companies will need to know about your venue. Is the
venue indoors or outdoors?
If outdoors it is always best if lasers can be terminated rather than shooting into
airspace.
The reason is that laser light may be bright enough to cause distraction, glare, or
temporary flash blindness to pilots; especially during critical flight phases such as
landing and takeoff.
Outdoor Termination Considerations: How about that building across the street
behind your audience or how about those trees?
Does that building have windows?
If so will there be anyone who has access to that building during the laser part of
your event?
And those trees – even if they are abundant, such as a thick forest of fir trees, trees
are not generally considered an adequate termination surface.
And about that building 3 to 4 blocks away with no windows – is it possible a
helicopter might drop down into the beam path?
Do you have permission to terminate lasers on that building?

Symphony Of Lights, Hong Kong Photo by LaserVision AU

Fun Fact: As of June 2016, the FAA no longer requires laser companies to notify for
terminated outdoor laser activity.
But what exactly qualifies as ‘terminated’?

Keep In Mind: Trees ARE NOT considered a solid surface for termination.
You should STILL notify aviation authorities IF an aircraft such as a helicopter can
fly into a beam that is “terminated”.
Laser companies should consider contacting the aviation authorities even when
outdoor shows are terminated as a courtesy.
Laser light is extremely visible from airspace; pilots have been known to assume
terminated visible lasers are trying to target them.

Not a Fun Fact: In many countries any person intentionally targeting aircraft with a
laser is breaking the law, can be prosecuted and given jail time. Recent example is a
person who was apprehended for targeting a police helicopter, that was on the scene
in response to a domestic violence call, with a handheld laser who was sentenced to
27 months in jail during COVID-19.
If your venue is indoors then you have nothing to be concerned about, right?
Wrong!

Concerns for indoor venues depend on what sort of reflective surfaces exist and
where they are located.
Old theaters tend to have crystal chandlers and/or mirror ceiling tiles.
Class 3B and Class 4 laser reflections can be just as dangerous as when viewed
directly!!!
There are 2 types of reflection a laser operator needs to be aware of – specular and
diffuse.
Specular is mirror like, diffuse is ‘fuzzy’ such as laser light reflected off crumbled
‘brushed’ side of aluminum foil.
It is the responsibility of a laser company to know and avoid any potentially
hazardous reflective surfaces are at any venue which means knowing where
people will be any time a laser is activated.
Food for thought – when is there the greatest likelihood of an incident/accident during setup or performance?
We will discuss this and more in our next issue – stay tuned!

Training Corner

Character Design and Rigging Tutorials
Lip Syncing Techniques in Toon Boom Animate
Walk and Run Cycles Tutorial
Four Leg Walk Cycles Tutorial
Animation Exercises
Stick Men Animations
Limited Time Offer – Two Animate Character Packs!

Check it out here

How
Lasers
Work Part 3
☢ How A Laser Works - Part 3
I explained, in part 1, how an electron and
photons react with each other.

Now there are many more photons at the excited
state (level 2) than ground state (level 1).
This is population inversion from a 3 level
system.

In part 2 we discussed how pumping energy
induces stimulated emission.

Stimulated emission is now achieved.

So far we have discussed a two state system.

By increasing the pumping energy (amplifying)
the electrons can excite to a new level 4.

Ground state is the 'at-rest' state (level 1) and the
higher excited state (level 2).

The electrons then fall to level 3.

This is a 2 level system.

Then fall to level 2.

An energy balance exists.

Each time releasing more photons and creating
an amplified population inversion.

The energy released by a falling electron is the
same as the energy to excite the electron.

The incoming energy is being amplified by the
stimulated emission of radiation.

This means the output of photons is the same as
the input...During pumping, the excited electron
reaches a higher state (level 3) than the normal
level 2 state.

This may well be an over simplified version of
what is happening, but now you know why it's
called LASER. ☢😎

The 'extra' excited state is very temporary.

Watch out for Part 4 ✅✳✅

When the electron falls back down to it's normal
excited state it releases extra photons.

A NEW CAR LAUNCH
And Car Mapping
Allan Carter From South East Design
Brings Cars To Life

Click Here To See The Full Interview

Allan Carter Has been launching cars for years
Discover his expert secrets
and see why companies like Jaguar
keep coming back to him!

To See More Of Allan's Amazing Laser Projections
===> Visit Here <===

Laserlink - A Laser
Like A Moving Light
By Marco Stümpel
If you are a lighting designer and you have ever tried to control lasers light a
moving light on your lighting desk, you know it can be very challenging...
Your solution could be here <===
Click here to here the full interview

A Laser Like A Moving Head

Marco Stümpel from Lightline Lasertechnik is an expert...
Lighting designers around the world have struggled to be able to operate a
laser from their lighting deask for a long time.
Laserlink to the rescue....
And Laserlink is not just a DMX connector....
It is so much more and with this small device, you can seamlessly control
lights and lasers together from the same desk...
If you are running lights and lasers together you want to check this out...

See The Full LaserLink Story Here

If you would like to
be featured in
ArgonTV...
Then Click Here To Reserve

Microfogger 2
The Most Powerful Battery Powered
Fog Machine You Have Ever Seen!

Click Here To See The Full Interview

Ivan Avanesov
The Smoke Man

If you need an affordable solution to a small portable fog or
smoke machine, this is your solution
If you work in small spaces, are a laserist, lighting designer, photographer or
need smoke in small places, then this interview with Ivan Avanesov is just for
you.
Ivan, from Vosentech, has created the perfect tool for you....
It's affordable...
It's small...
and you can throw it in your bag....

If You Love Smoke Click Here For The Story

What's Your
Favourite Laser?
Holger Walter: My favorite Laser since several years is the Phaenon X Pro 30000 from LaserAnimation
Sollinger. It has a total of 31.6 Watts RYGB light output and excellent beam parameters.
The beam quality is outstanding and much higher compared to competitor projectors.

Because of the high red and yellow output power the white balance is excellent.
The combination of OPSL (green and yellow) and diode arrays (red and blue) is a much more cost efficient
solution than a full OPSL unit and the beam quality is nearly the same.
The wide operating temperature range of -5 to +50 °C is ideal for the Middle East region where we expect
temperatures up to 50°C. Additional extra features are a very wide scan angle of up to 80° and the optional
grating module.
This projectors are easy to control via WiFi so you can adjust the beam alignment or other parameters
remotely from your mobile device.
It allows to integrate a DSP module and even a FB4 controller.
Holger Walter, CEO MEEN The Middle East Event Network FZE

What's Your
Favourite Laser?
Nathan Nelson I bought my first whitelight ion laser from Laserium. It is a Coherent Purelight star. It has 7
different lines including Krypton yellow. I am an ion laser geek / enthusiast and prefer the color palette of
the gas lasers over diode . With Diode you get red green blue mainly and with good analog modulation you
can get a decent color mix.
But with the mixed gas systems and a P.C.A.O.M. (poly chromatic acousto optic modulator) and a good laser
programming software setup like Pangolin or LSX you can get an insane color palette with colors that you
just dont see everyday. One of the first times I saw brown light was with a gas laser, it was the color brown, I
fiddled with it and made dark brown, milk chocolate brown, I mean, cmon! BROWN light, how cool is that?
Grey light , thats a weird one, but Ive made it. with an ion laser. Ive tried with a diode based projector and It
isnt the same. Having worked with ion based systems now for a while I prefer them over diode lasers
because I can get such a rich wide color palette . I mostly do abstract works and the mixed gas lasers really
allow me to find new color combinations.
https://www.facebook.com/nathan.nelson.58

What's Your
Favourite Laser?
Paul Torgeson Laser Fantasy Int'l's Infinity Beam I-2000 Yag Laser System.
The projection system was Pangolin playback and x/y scan sets for launching beams off the optic table.
Power consumption was 30amps of Single phase power.
The systems came with either the water to water cooling or water to air heat exchanger.
All of which came built in a custom road case.
Over the years LFI had manufactured many systems for tours, road show gigs and permanent installations.
In fact the Star Trek Casino and Bar at the Las Vegas Hilton had a laser that had been up for 8 plus years!
https://www.facebook.com/paulEwoo

What's Your
Favourite Laser?
David Françus, The SP-070 tube is the photonic power plant that drives the Spectra-Physics model 164,
165, and 168 medium-frame, water-cooled ion lasers. Models 164 and 165 are lab-oriented laser heads, the
168 is intended for OEM use.
The tube itself is constructed from a high-temperature quartz glass with a BeO bore.
The wonderful thing about an all-glass plasma tube is that you can see the magic happening within the
tube: glowing cathodes, flowing cooling water, and that sweet sweet plasma glow!
That sort of tangible, visible “mad science” is what attracted many of us to lasers in the first place!

I came into laser shows just as ion lasers were on their way out from commercial show use. Inexpensive,
high-powered sources of wavelengths other than 532nm were still a dream.
Having worked with Spectra-Physics lasers in an academic setting,
I jumped at the first [reasonably priced] opportunity I had to buy a mixed gas Ar/Kr SP-168.
These lasers are not easy beasts to feed- they require 208V 3-phase power at 35A/leg and 2.2 GPM (7.2
L/min) of cooling water.
The stock power supply- the model 265 exciter- requires 3-phase power to operate.
If you didn’t have access to 3-phase power, there were a few options: rotary phase converter, variable
frequency drive, or finding a power supply that will run on single or split-phase power.
One such power supply is the ECC Aurora 40. It is an aftermarket 265 replacement marketed to the laser
show crowd. It will run one of these lasers from a household stove or clothes dryer outlet, but it’s best not
to push it to full current; both the laser and power supply start to complain above 30A.
These lasers will produce anywhere from about 1W to 4W of output, depending on the combination of
power supply, gas fill, and cavity optics.t

What's Your
Favourite Laser?
The entire 070 tube-based line is wonderful for a few reasons.
They’re (relatively) light and easy to transport. A Spectra-Physics laser head is a fraction of an equivalent allmetal and ceramic Coherent laser head’s weight.
The 265 exciter is thoughtfully designed and very easy to service: the passbank is on a hinged cooling plate
for easy access and the water and power sections are on separate “floors” of the enclosure.
The optics and tubes from the whole series, as well as many other parts, are interchangeable.
This gave a huge variety of configurations and wavelength options.
The tube itself came in four variants: 070-00 (standard Argon), 070-01 (Krypton), 070-02 (Ar/Kr), and 070-03
(UV Argon). Model 070-03 is a high-output tube intended for applications that require the 351.1 and
363.8nm Argon lines.

What's Your
Favourite Laser?
The 070-01 was available with a reversible gas ballast that allows raising or lowering the internal tube
pressure for doing work with the more pressure-sensitive Krypton lines.
If you were using an Ar/Kr tube, you had practically every emission wavelength combination available to you
depending on your cavity optics selection. In my opinion, this makes it one of the most versatile mixed-gas
lasers out there.
It’s possible to take an Ar/Kr 168, install optics for Kr-only reds and yellow and use it in a tandem-pair setup;
then take the same laser and put in broadband RYGBV optics and you’ve now got an ideal laser for
planetarium shows; swap out the optics again for Ar-only lines, now you’ve got something for your 1990’s
warehouse party’s beam shows!
-David Françus, DFRXN Limited

The Gallery

A Selection Of Photos From Experts

This photo was taken during the video recording of our ILDA Artistic Award Entries in March
2019.
The show is called „Nemesis“. Here we created a really impressive beamshow with precisely
timed effects and nice color combinations.
In Orlando we were awarded with 3rd Place in category "Beams/Atmospherics Show for
Multiple Scanner Projectors“. For this show we used seven Electrus laser projectors from
ARCTOS Lasertechnik GmbH in Germany (www.arctos-showlaser.com). For more infos please
visit our website: www.visutek.at . You can also find us on Facebook and Instagram for more
details.

I Was recently asked to shine some laserlight above a kind of covid19-proof mini campsite
festival during these dark times.
The RGBLaserSystem NeXt projectors performed superb and everybody was smashed by
the magic of light above them!
Contact: lasersmash@outlook.com
Koen

Just a laser get together with a friend in my studio...
I have a cluster of bounce mirrors all glued at random angles on a stand, that
is its own zone. and O love the colours, almost equal balance of RGB
Marc Pascal
https://www.facebook.com/marc.pascal1/

This is my favorite laser picture of all time simply because it is a photo of the very
first laser I ever saw and owned.
The laser is a 100mw air-cooled ALC unit.
When I was 28 I bought a club in the UK called Fazers and this laser was in it.
It started my laser career and completely shifted the direction of my life.
As a result I have spent the last 31 years in the entertainment industry, making
people all over the world happy and has brought me today to ArgonTV
If you want to be featured in ArgonTV in any way, contact me:
https://argonanimation.com/argontv
https://www.facebook.com/TimJohnBennett
Tim Bennett

Laser group: goldlaser.hu (Hungary, Europe)
Event: National Fest St. Stephanus day, about 1000 participant
Creators:
Story board and scenes: Hermina Csömör
Music editor: Zoltan Gera
Story teller: Judit G. Lantos
Laser animations: Tamás Nagy
Laser effects: András Török
Smoke masters: Máté Mészáros
Theme: hungarian history
Controller system: LSX
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Rates: 3 lines text $2 - 5 lines text $3 - Colour box $5 - Image with link $7 - Book at
argonanimation@gmail.com

To Contact ArgonTV
argonanimation@gmail.com

Website: www.argonanimation.com
To Be Featured in ArgonTV Magazine or to
advertise here contact us at
argonanimation@gmail.com
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